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It is well known that histonemodifications are associatedwith gene expression. In order to further study this re-
lationship, 16 kinds of Chip-seq histonemodification data andmRNA-seq data of the human embryonic stem cell
H1 are chosen. The distributions of histone modifications in the regions flanking transcription start sites (TSSs)
for highly expressed and lowly expressed genes are computed, respectively. And four types of distributions of his-
tone modifications in regions flanking TSSs and the spatial patterning of the correlations between histone mod-
ifications and gene expression are detected. Our results suggest that the correlations between the regions
overlapped by peaks are higher than the non-overlapped ones for each histone modification. In addition, to ob-
tain the effect of the cooperative action of histone modification on gene expression, five histone modification
clusters are found in highly expressed and lowly expressed genes, histone modification and gene expression in-
teraction network is constructed. To further explore which region is the main target region for the specific his-
tone modification, the human genes are divided into five functional regions. The results indicate that histone
modifications aremostly located in the promoters of highly expressed genes versus the exons of lowly expressed
genes, and exons have a smaller range of normalized tag counts than other gene elements in the two groups of
genes. Finally, the type specificity and regional bias of histone modifications for 11 key transcription factor
genes regulating the stem cell renewal are analyzed.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Epigenetic modification, which participates in directing spatial- and
temporal-specific gene expression, is a hot topic in recent years. It plays
a crucial role in cellular differentiation (Mikkelsen et al., 2007;Wei et al.,
2009; Young, 2011; Xie et al., 2013) and diseases (Shen and Laird, 2013;
Roos-Araujo et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2014). Epigenetics consists of
DNA methylation, histone modifications, chromatin remodeling, and
RNA interference, etc. Histone modifications, being intimately related
to the control of the gene expression, are one of the most important
parts of epigenetics (Kouzarides, 2007; Eberhart et al., 2013). Histones
can bemodified by numerous covalentmodifications, includingmethyl-
ation, acetylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitylation. Those modifica-
tionsmainly occur at their N-terminal tails and can affect the expression
of genes (Kouzarides, 2007). For example, histone acetylation is gener-
ally associated with gene activity; histone lysinemethylation can either
repress or activate gene expression according to which site is

methylated or the site is methylated by how many methyl groups
(Martin and Zhang, 2005), and H3-K9 and H4-K20 trimethylations are
generally associated with mammalian heterochromatin regions which
have low expression levels (Schotta et al., 2004). Specifically, H3-K4
and H3-K27 trimethylations which are associated with gene activity
and repression have been used as bivalent modifications in cellular dif-
ferentiation, respectively (Mikkelsen et al., 2007).

With the rapid development of sequencing technique, many impor-
tant researches can be executed. As pointed out in a recent review
(Chou, 2015), the explosive growth of biological sequences generated
in the Postgenomic Age has stimulated an unprecedented revolution
in medicinal science (Zhong and Zhou, 2014). For instance, a series of
recent studies have demonstrated that many useful clues for drug de-
velopment and medical treatment can be acquired by conducting vari-
ous kinds of genome analyses (Chen et al., 2013, 2014a,b,c; Guo et al.,
2014; Lin et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015a,b,c,d; Qiu et al., 2014) by means
of the approach of pseudo nucleotide composition or PseKNC (Chen
et al., 2014a,b,c, 2015; Liu et al., 2015a,b,c,d).

The rapid development of sequencing technique also promotes the
researches related to histone modifications. The data of histone modifi-
cations have grown exponentially by the next-generation sequencing
techniques including chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) coupled
with microarray (ChIP-chip) (Ren et al., 2000), and high-throughput
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sequencing (ChIP-seq) (Barski et al., 2007). These data can be used to
determine the genome-wide locations of histone modifications (Beck
et al., 2012). Based on these locations, the profiles of the modifications
can be obtained; and the relationships between histone modifications
and gene expression may be also further investigated. But dealing
with such big data is quite difficult and time-consuming, which really
is a challenge for computational biology.

Recently, several studies of histone modifications have been pub-
lished (Wang et al., 2008; Karlic et al., 2010; Pekowska et al., 2010;
Cheng et al., 2011; Zhang and Zhang, 2011; Cheng and Gerstein, 2012;
Jung and Kim, 2012; Su et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2012). Barski et al.
have obtained the genome-wide distributions of 20 histone methyla-
tions in CD4+T cells, and their results demonstrated that the histone
methylations are related to gene activation and gene repression (Barski
et al., 2007). Further, Zhibin Wang et al. detected a module consisting
of 17 modifications from 39 histone modifications for CD4+ T cells, sug-
gesting that histone modifications may act cooperatively to affect gene
expression (Wang et al., 2008). Karlic et al. used histone modification
levels to predict the gene expression by developing a quantitative
model. Their work indicated that histone modification levels are related
to gene expression for CD4+T cells (Karlic et al., 2010). Cheng et al. indi-
cates also that H3-K4 and H3-K27 trimethylations are important to gene
expression in mouse embryonic stem cells (Cheng and Gerstein, 2012).

The epigenetics modification is cell-type specific. In recent years,
many projects including the ENCODE Project and the US National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap Epigenomics Program have used the
embryonic stem (ES) cell as a principal cell type for epigenetics re-
searches (Meissner, 2010). Embryonic stem (ES) cells have the ability
to self-renew and maintain the potential to differentiate into every
adult tissue type (Smith, 2001). It has been suggested that different
chromatin structure states or histonemodifications are related to differ-
ent adult tissue types differentiated from embryonic stem cells (Azuara
et al., 2006). And stem cell renewal can be controlled by a network
consisting of transcription factors and epigenetic modifications (Zhou
et al., 2011).

However, the potential of differentiating into every tissue type and
stem cell renewal are still not completely understood, and the major
histone modifications studied in the embryonic stem (ES) cells are
H3-K4 and H3-K27 trimethylations (Pan et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007;
Van Heeringen et al., 2014). So we particularly choose this important
cell type and more histone modifications as research content in this
paper to further obtain the relationships between the distributions of
histone modifications in different regions and gene expression for em-
bryonic stem (ES). The Pearson correlation coefficients between gene
expression levels and histone modification signals are firstly obtained
to quantify the relationship between them. The results show that
most of the histone modifications are positively associated with gene
expression, only two modifications show negative association. So the
human genes are separated into two groups, the highly expressed
genes and the lowly expressed genes, according to the reads per kilo-
base of exon model per million mapped reads (RPKM) (Mortazavi
et al., 2008). The distributions of 16 kinds of histone modifications in
the regions flanking transcription start sites (TSSs) for highly expressed
and lowly expressed genes are computed, respectively. Four types of
distributions of different histone modifications are found by calculating
the p-value of the peaks and the spatial patterning of the correlations
between histone modifications and gene expression are also obtained.

For the purpose of discovering the cooperative effect of different
sites for the same histonemodification on gene expression, the correla-
tions between different bins for each histone modification are calculat-
ed. Our results suggest that the correlations between the bins
overlapped by peaks are higher than the non-overlapped ones for
each histonemodification. In addition,we study the cross-talking of his-
tone modifications by detecting histone modification clusters in highly
and lowly expressed genes, respectively, five histonemodification clus-
ters are found in the two groups of genes.

In order to further explorewhich region is themain target region for
the specific histonemodification, the human genes are divided into pro-
moter, 5′UTR, exon, intron, 3′UTR regions based on the annotation of
the RefSeq genes. The distributions of histonemodifications in these re-
gions are analyzed. The results indicate that histone modifications are
mostly located in the promoters of highly expressed genes versus the
exons of lowly expressed genes, and exons have a smaller range of nor-
malized tag counts than other gene elements in the two groups of genes.
Finally, 11 transcription factors that are critically important to stem cell
renewal, are chosen to study the type specificity and regional bias of his-
tone modifications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The data of reference human genes and histone modifications

The RefSeq genes of human genome are downloaded from UCSC
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/), which contain the gene names, names,
chromosomes, strands, transcription starts, transcription ends,
translation starts, translation ends, exon counts, exon starts, and
exon ends. The genes which begin with NM (the mature messenger
RNA) are remained. In order to avoid the case that some of the RefSeq
genes are actually the alternative transcripts of the same gene, only
one of the genes which have the same transcription start site (TSS)
is remained for all RefSeq genes. At last, total 19,120 genes are
chosen.

The ChIP-seq data of 16 kinds of histone modifications (H2BK12ac,
H3K4ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K9me3, H3K14ac,
H3K18ac, H3K23ac, H3K27ac, H3K27me3, H3K36me3, H3K79me1,
H4K8ac and H4K91ac) for the human H1 cell line are chosen from the
NIH Roadmap Epigenomics project (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
roadmap/epigenomics/).

2.2. Partition of highly and lowly expressed genes

The gene expression data of the human H1 cell line, measured by
mRNA-seq, are also chosen from NIH Roadmap Epigenomics project
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/roadmap/epigenomics/). To quanti-
tatively measure the expression of genes, we use RPKM as the expres-
sion values of genes. Then the genes are ranked by RPKM, the top
fifteen percent and the bottom fifteen percent of all genes are selected
as the highly and lowly expressed genes. Finally, each group consists
of 2868 genes, respectively.

2.3. Calculation of histone modification signal profiles

2.3.1. The tag counts of histone modifications in the five functional regions
It has been proposed that different histone modifications are pre-

ferred to locate in different functional elements inmammalian genomes
(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006). So we divide each gene into promot-
er, 5′UTR, exon, intron, 3′UTR regions based on the annotation of the
RefSeq genes. In order to get the signal profiles of 16 kinds of histone
modifications in these regions, the normalized tag counts are calculated
based on the ChIP-seq data. In order to eliminate the influence of
the length of regions and the sequencing depth, we define the compu-
tational formulas of the normalized tag counts as Eqs. (1) and (2) ac-
cording to computing method of RPKM. The tag counts of histone
modifications are normalized by the length of the functional regions
and the total tag counts in the measurement, showing as Eq. (1), in
which Nr(tag counts) represents the normalized tag counts, nregion is
the total tag counts that located in this functional region, lregion is the
length of this functional region, and ntag is the total tag counts in the
measurement.

Nr tag countsð Þ ¼ nregion= lregion � ntag
� �� 109 ð1Þ
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